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Abstract

The (static) energy momentum tensor, angular momentum tensor and scaling
flux vector of micropolar elasticity are derived within the framework of Noether’s
theorem on variational principles. Certain balance (or broken conservation) laws
of broken translational, rotational and dilatational symmetries are found including
inhomogeneities, elastic anisotropy, body forces, body couples and dislocations and
disclinations present. The non-conserved J-, L- and M -integrals of micropolar elas-
ticity are derived and discussed. We give explicit formulae for the configurational
forces, moments and work terms.
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1 Introduction

Symmetries and conservation laws of micropolar elasticity are of important interest in
mathematical physics, material science and engineering science. Jarić (1978, 1986) and
Dai (1986) studied conservation laws in micropolar elastostatics. Vukobrat (1989) ob-
tained some conservation laws for micropolar elastodynamics. The Noether theorem was
applied by Pucci and Saccomandi (1990); Nikitin and Zubov (1998); Maugin (1998);
Lubarda and Markenscoff (2003) to obtain conservation laws and the corresponding con-
served currents for linear micropolar elasticity. For couple stress elasticity the Noether
theorem was used by Lubarda and Markenscoff (2000). All these investigations were re-
stricted to homogeneous, source-free and compatible micropolar elasticity. The derived
conservation laws correspond to variational invariance of the strain energy with respect
to translation and rotation symmetries. Therefore, the J- and L-integrals are conserved
in such a version of micropolar elasticity. On the other hand, the scaling symmetry is
not a variational symmetry in micropolar elasticity, thus, the M-integral is not conserved
(see, e.g., Lubarda and Markenscoff (2003)).

Not so many results on conservation laws are known for micropolar elasticity with
defects. Only the Eshelby stress tensor and the configurational forces caused by defects are
known (Kluge, 1969a,b). The Eshelby stress tensor corresponds to translation symmetry
and it may be identified with the (static) energy-momentum tensor (EMT). But nothing
is known in the literature for nonhomogeneous micropolar elasticity with body forces,
body couples, dislocations and disclinations present.

It is the purpose of the present paper to extend the results of these earlier results on
micropolar elasticity to account for material nonhomogeneity, anisotropy, defects, body
forces and body couples. We derive balance laws breaking the translation, rotation and
scaling symmetries. The symmetry breaking terms are called configurational forces, con-
figurational moments and configurational work. In turn, we find the expressions for the
Eshelby stress tensor, angular momentum tensor and scaling flux in micropolar elasticity.

2 Basic equations of micropolar elasticity

In this section, we recall the basics of micropolar elasticity (Eringen, 1999). We consider
the general case of anisotropic linear micropolar elasticity theory for non-homogeneous
and incompatible media with defects. The strain energy for a micropolar material reads

W =

∫

w dV (2.1)

with the energy density

w =
1

2
Aijklγijγkl +Bijklγijκkl +

1

2
Cijklκijκkl, (2.2)

where γij denotes the elastic micropolar distortion tensor and κij is the elastic wryness
tensor. These elastic ‘strain’ tensors are given in terms of a displacement vector ui and
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a microrotation φi. Additionally, the total ‘strains’ may be decomposed into elastic and
plastic parts according to

γT

ij = ∂jui + ǫijkφk = γij + γP

ij, (2.3)

κT

ij = ∂jφi = κij + κP

ij . (2.4)

Here γP

ij is the plastic distortion and κP

ij is the plastic wryness. For simplicity, we have
assumed a linear relationship but that is not at all necessary. The constitutive relations
for full anisotropy read:

tij =
∂w

∂γij
= Aijklγkl +Bijklκkl, (2.5)

mij =
∂w

∂κij

= Bklijγkl + Cijklκkl, (2.6)

where Aijkl, Bijkl and Cijkl are the elastic tensors of micropolar elasticity with the sym-
metries

Aijkl = Aklij, Cijkl = Cklij. (2.7)

Dimensionally, [Cijkl] = ℓ [Bijkl] = ℓ2 [Aijkl], where ℓ is a material length parameter. For
the non-homogeneous medium under consideration, they depend on position, Aijkl(x),
Bijkl(x) and Cijkl(x). tij is the force stress tensor and mij is the couple stress tensor. For
an isotropic micropolar material the elastic tensors simplify to

Aijkl = λ δijδkl + µ
(

δikδjl + δilδjk
)

+ µc

(

δikδjl − δilδjk
)

,

Cijkl = α δijδkl + β
(

δikδjl + δilδjk
)

+ γ
(

δikδjl − δilδjk
)

, (2.8)

Bijkl = 0 ,

where µ is the shear modulus, λ denotes the Lamé constant, and µc, α, β and γ are
additional material constants for micropolar elasticity.

The field equations in presence of an external force fi and an external couple li are
given by

∂jtij + fi = 0, (2.9)

∂jmij − ǫijktjk + li = 0. (2.10)

In linear micropolar elasticity, the incompatibility equations are

ǫjkl(∂kγil + ǫikmκml) = αij, (2.11)

ǫjkl∂kκil = Θij, (2.12)

and

−ǫjkl(∂kγ
P

il + ǫikmκ
P

ml) = αij , (2.13)

−ǫjkl∂kκ
P

il = Θij , (2.14)
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where αij and Θij are the dislocation density and disclination density tensors, respec-
tively. By differentiating we obtain the conservation laws for the dislocation density and
disclination density tensors:

∂jαij − ǫijkΘjk = 0, (2.15)

∂jΘij = 0, (2.16)

which mean that the disclination density tensor is divergence free in the second index and
the divergence of the dislocation density tensor is determined by the skew-symmetric part
of the disclination density tensor. Equivalently, upon multiplication of (2.11) and (2.12)
with the Levi-Civita tensor

∂kγij − ∂jγik + ǫiklκlj − ǫijlκlk = ǫkjlαil, (2.17)

∂kκij − ∂jκik = ǫkjlΘil. (2.18)

3 The Eshelby stress tensor and configurational forces

in micropolar elasticity

Let us take an arbitrary infinitesimal functional derivative δW of the elastic energy den-
sity. We follow the procedure given by Kirchner (1999) in order to construct the energy-
momentum tensor and the corresponding configurational forces. From Eqs. (2.1), (2.2)
and (2.7) we get

δW =
1

2

∫

{

[δAijkl]γijγkl + 2Aijklγij[δγkl] + 2[δBijkl]γijκkl + 2Bijkl[δγij ]κkl

+ 2Bijklγij[δκkl] + [δCijkl]κijκkl + 2Cijklκij[δκkl]
}

dV. (3.1)

With the constitutive relations (2.5) and (2.6) there remains

δW =

∫

{

tij[δγij] +mij [δκij] +
1

2
[δAijkl]γijγkl + [δBijkl]γijκkl +

1

2
[δCijkl]κijκkl

}

dV.

(3.2)

Having configurational forces in mind, we specify the functional derivative to be trans-
lational:

δ = (δxk)∂k, (3.3)

where (δxk) is an infinitesimal shift in the xk-direction. On the left hand side of Eq. (3.1)
we write

δW =

∫

δw dV =

∫

[∂kw](δxk) dV =

∫

∂i[wδik](δxk) dV (3.4)
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with the energy density (2.2). On the right hand side of Eq. (3.1) we have

δW =

∫

{

tij[∂kγij − ∂jγik] + tij∂jγik +mij [∂kκij − ∂jκik] +mij∂jκik (3.5)

+
1

2
γij[∂kAijmn]γmn + γij[∂kBijmn]κmn +

1

2
κij[∂kCijmn]κmn

}

(δxk) dV,

where the second, third, fifth and sixth terms have been subtracted and added. The
purpose is to obtain the square brackets with the meaning of Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18). The
third and sixth terms may be written

tij [∂jγik] = ∂j [tijγik]− [∂jtij ]γik = ∂j [tijγik] + fiγik (3.6)

mij [∂jκik] = ∂j [mijκik]− [∂jmij ]κik = ∂j [mijκik]− ǫijltjlκik + liκik. (3.7)

Now we add and subtract the term ǫikltijκlj in order to get the structure of the dislocation
tensor (2.17). In addition, we introduce and use the following tensor

γ̄ij = γij − ǫijkφk = ∂jui − γP

ij. (3.8)

The purpose is to obtain an Eshelby stress tensor which is divergenceless in the limit to
isotropic, source-free and homogeneous micropolar elasticity. We obtain the expression
∫

{

ǫkjltijαil + ǫkjlmijΘil − ǫkjltjiκ
P

li + fiγ̄ik + liκik +
1

2
γij[∂kAijmn]γmn + γij[∂kBijmn]κmn

+
1

2
κij[∂kCijmn]κmn

}

dV

=

∫

∂j
[

wδjk − tij γ̄ik −mijκik

]

dV = Jk. (3.9)

The first integral contains the terms breaking the translational symmetry called configu-
rational forces. The integrand of the second integral in Eq. (3.9) is the divergence of the
(canonical) energy-momentum tensor (EMT)

Pkj = wδjk − tij γ̄ik −mijκik, (3.10)

which we call the Eshelby stress tensor of micropolar elasticity. It is a generalization of
the Eshelby stress tensor (Eshelby, 1951, 1975) in elasticity towards micropolar elasticity.
Eq. (3.10) is in agreement with the so-called Maxwell stress tensor of Cosserat theory
given by Kluge (1969a,b). The divergence of the EMT (3.10) can be integrated out with
Gauss, and we find the J-integral for micropolar elasticity

Jk =

∫

Pkj njdS. (3.11)

The usual argument of forming a penny shaped volume across the surface between two
media I and II gives

Jk =

∫

[P I

kj − P II

kj]njdS. (3.12)
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Here P I

kj and P II

kj are the energy-momentum tensors on the sides I and II of the interface,
respectively. The first integral in Eq. (3.9) defines a sum of configurational force densities:

Fk = ǫkjltijαil + ǫkjlmijΘil − ǫkjltjiκ
P

li + fiγ̄ik + liκik + f inh

k , (3.13)

where the inhomogeneity force density or Eshelby force density is due to the gradient of
the elastic tensors (see also Eshelby (1951); Maugin (1993)):

f inh

k =
1

2
γij [∂kAijmn]γmn + γij[∂kBijmn]κmn +

1

2
κij [∂kCijmn]κmn. (3.14)

The first term in Eq. (3.13) is the configurational force density on a dislocation density
αil in presence of a force stress tij ,

ǫkjltijαil. (3.15)

This expression is the same as the Peach-Koehler force density in elasticity (Peach and
Koehler, 1950). The second term is the configurational force density on a disclination
density Θil in presence of a couple stress mij,

ǫkjlmijΘil. (3.16)

The expression (3.16) is the Mathisson-Papapetrou force density due to disclinations. The
third terms has a similar form as the Peach-Koehler force. It is a configurational force
density on a plastic wryness κP

li, caused by disclinations, in presence of the force stress tji,

−ǫkjltjiκ
P

li. (3.17)

These three configurational forces caused by defects have been already discovered by Kluge
(1969a,b). The fourth term is the configurational force density on a body force fi in
presence of the distortion γ̄ik

fiγ̄ik. (3.18)

It is similar in form as the Cherepanov force density (see, e.g., Cherepanov (1981); Eischen
and Herrmann (1987)). The fifth term is the configurational force density on a body couple
li in presence of an elastic wryness κik

liκik. (3.19)

For homogeneous, source-free and compatible micropolar elasticity we recover the
divergenceless Eshelby stress tensor as

Pkj = wδjk − tij∂iuk −mij∂iφk, ∂jPkj = 0. (3.20)

This formula is in agreement with the Eshelby stress tensor given by Lubarda and Marken-
scoff (2003). The corresponding Eshelby stress tensor for finite theory of polar elasticity
has been given by Maugin (1998) and Nikitin and Zubov (1998).
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4 The angular momentum tensor (AMT) and config-

urational moments in micropolar elasticity

Now, having the AMT in mind, we specify the functional derivative to be rotational:

δ = (δxk)ǫkjixj∂i, (4.1)

where (δxk) denotes the xk-direction of the axis of rotation. Using the same manipulations
as in section 3, we find:

ǫkjixjJi =

∫

ǫkjixjFi dV =

∫

ǫkji
[

∂n(xjPin)− Pij

]

dV (4.2)

with Eq. (3.13). Now we rewrite the part

ǫkjiPij = −ǫkji(tljγ̄li +mljκli). (4.3)

When we subtract and add the terms ǫkjitilγ̄jl and ǫkjimliκlj , and use the equilibrium
equations (2.9) and (2.10), and the decompositions of the strain tensors (2.3) and (2.4),
we obtain the result
∫

ǫkji

{

xjFi + fjui + ljφi + tilγ
P

jl +milκ
P

jl + tilγ̄jl − tlj γ̄li +milκjl −mljκli + ǫilktlkφj

}

dV

=

∫

ǫkji∂n
[

xjPin + ujtin + φimin

]

dV = Lk. (4.4)

The first integral contains terms breaking the rotational symmetry which we call configu-
rational moment densities. The first term is a configurational vector moment produced by
the configurational forces Fj . The other terms are intrinsic vector moments as a result of
the manipulation during the calculation in order to obtain an angular momentum tensor.
The integrand of the second integral in Eq. (4.4) is the divergence of the (canonical) AMT

Mkn = ǫkji
[

xjPin + ujtin + φjmin

]

. (4.5)

This is the incompatible generalization of the compatible result given by Pucci and Sac-
comandi (1990); Lubarda and Markenscoff (2003). Eq. (4.5) consists of two parts: the
first one is the orbital AMT given in terms of the EMT and the second one is the spin
AMT given in terms of the force and couple stresses. Eq. (4.4) may be transformed into
a surface integral

Lk =

∫

Mkj njdS. (4.6)

The tensor Mki is related to a tensor of third rank as follows:

Mkn =
1

2
ǫkjiMjin. (4.7)
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It may be decomposed according

Mjin = Ljin + Sjin, (4.8)

with the orbital angular momentum tensor

Ljin = xjPin − xiPjk (4.9)

and the spin angular momentum tensor

Sjin = ujtin − uitjn + φjmin − φimjn. (4.10)

It is the canonical (or Noether) spin AMT. Furthermore, the spin part can be written as:

Sjin = uα(Σji)
αβ tβn + φα(Σji)

αβ mβn, (4.11)

with the infinitesimal generator of the finite-dimensional irreducible representation of the
rotation group for a vector field (spin-1 field):

(Σji)
αβ = δαj δ

β
i − δαi δ

β
j . (4.12)

Since

∂jMkj 6= 0, (4.13)

the configurational moments break the rotational symmetry. Only for source-less (fi =
0, li = 0), isotropic, compatible and homogeneous micropolar elasticity, the AMT is
divergenceless. The isotropy condition is:

ǫkji
[

tilγ̄jl − tlj γ̄li +milκjl −mljκli + ǫilktlkφj

]

= 0. (4.14)

Eq. (4.14) has to be fulfilled by the isotropic constitutive relations (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8).
It is the generalization of the isotropy condition of elasticity (see, e.g., Eshelby (1975)).

5 The scaling flux and configurational work in mi-

cropolar elasticity

Having the M-integral in mind, we specify the functional derivative to be dilatational:

δ = xk∂k. (5.1)

Using Eq. (3.9), we find

xkJk =

∫

xkFk dV =

∫

[

∂j(xkPkj)− Pkk

]

dV (5.2)
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with

Pkk = ∂j

[n− 2

2
uitij +

n

2
φimij

]

+
n− 2

2
(fiui − tijγ

P

ij) +
n

2
(liφi −mijκ

P

ij)−mijκij

(5.3)

and δkk = n. Thus, n = 3 for three dimensions and n = 2 for two dimensions. The M-
integral generalized for micropolar elasticity of an anisotropic, non-homogeneous medium
with body forces and couples is

∫

{

xkFk +
n− 2

2
fiui +

n

2
liφi −

n− 2

2
tijγ

P

ij −
n

2
mijκ

P

ij −mijκij

}

dV

=

∫

∂j

[

xkPkj −
n− 2

2
uktkj −

n

2
φkmkj

]

dV = M. (5.4)

It can be seen that the (configurational work) terms appearing in the first integral in
Eq. (5.4) break the dilatation (or scaling) invariance. The first term is built from the
configurational forces by multiplication with xk. The other terms are called intrinsic
scalar moments. The integrand of the second integral in Eq. (5.4) is the divergence of the
scaling flux vector

Yj =
[

xkPkj −
n− 2

2
uktkj −

n

2
φkmkj

]

. (5.5)

Eq. (5.5) is the incompatible generalization of the compatible result given by Lubarda
and Markenscoff (2003). The term −(n−2)/2 is the scale (or canonical) dimension of the
displacement vector uk and −n/2 is the scale (or canonical) dimension of the axial vector
field φk. The first term in Eq. (5.5) is the ‘orbital’ piece and the other two terms are the
‘intrinsic’ parts of the scaling flux vector.

Eq. (5.5) can be transformed into a surface integral

M =

∫

Yj njdS. (5.6)

In general, the dilatation current is not divergenceless

∂jYj 6= 0. (5.7)

Therefore, in this case the scaling symmetry is broken. Even in the compatible, homoge-
neous and source-free case the scaling symmetry is broken; namely

M = −

∫

mijκij dV. (5.8)

The reason is that field theories like gradient elasticity, micropolar elasticity and micro-
morphic elasticity are theories with internal length scales. Because the material tensors
have different dimensions, such constants with the dimension of length appearing in the
Lagrangian (strain energy density) violate the dilatational (scaling) invariance.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have derived broken conservation laws of micropolar elasticity by using
the framework of the Noether theorem on invariant variational principles. Earlier results
obtained by Kluge (1969a,b); Pucci and Saccomandi (1990); Lubarda and Markenscoff
(2003) have been extended to account for material nonhomogeneity, anisotropy, defects
(dislocations, disclinations), body forces and body couples. We calculated the Eshelby
stress tensor, angular momentum tensor and scaling flux vector, which are not diver-
genceless, for such an extended micropolar theory. Additionally, we have given the J-, L-
and M-integrals for this extension. The terms breaking the translational, rotational and
scaling invariance are called configurational forces, moments and work, respectively.
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